
 

 Biblical Families: Take-Away Lessons  
I. Parenting:  

1. In most family conflicts, there are no heroes or villains, only people with 
imperfect vision and mixed motives struggling in difficult family situations.  

2. Childlessness is seen as a tragedy by some.  

3. Families can be torn apart by favoritism.  

6. Even adults still seek parental approval.  

7. Some rules/systems in society give certain people more privilege than others.  

8. Remarkable people are not always in positions of authority.  

9. Parental love involves both “drawing out” & “letting go” of others.  

10. Parents who refuse to discipline their children can cause great harm to them & 
those around them.  

11. Most families have shameful events that members try to ignore – even though 
issues are only resolved by being addressed.  

II. Marriage:  

1. Families, at times, need the support of grandparents.  

2. Micromanaging exhausts everyone & wastes time.  

3. Listen first & give words of advice judiciously.   

4. Many people become grumpy & sullen as their health declines or when they step 
away from their livelihood.  

5. Not all parents react well to their children leaving home.  

 
III. Siblings:  

1. Valuing others based on physical attributes or appearances is limiting to them.  

2. People are generally shaped by outside factors such as culture and make 
decisions based on that shaping.  

3. When self worth is caught up in external things, people can become envious & 
demanding.  

4. Family members are generally more sensitive to one another than to outsiders.  

8. Enjoy events as they happen – whether you are fully prepared for them or not.  

9. Pay attention to what is going on between your children.  



10. Reconciliation is often gradual.  

11. Parenting patterns are often generationally repeated.  

12. Don’t get stuck in grief – others need you.  

13. Struggles can lead to growth & maturity if we let them.  
 
 



 


